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Abstract
The complexity of restrictions of Boolean functions in various computational models is studied.
Lower bounds for the complexity of the most complicated restrictions to domains of *xed size
are established. The complexity bounds are shown to be tight up to a constant multiplicative
factor in the case of logic circuits. It is proved that for any Boolean function of n variables
whose circuit size is greater than n2+, where  is an arbitrary positive constant, there exists
a domain in {0; 1}n the restriction to which has a nonlinear circuit size, which di0ers by a
constant factor from the circuit size of the most complicated partial Boolean function de*ned
on this domain. Any Boolean function of n variables is proved to be uniquely determined by its
values in at most n domains whose sizes are bounded from above by the product of the function
complexity and n4. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let f(x1; : : : ; xn) be an arbitrary Boolean function. The circuit size L(f) of f is the
number of gates in a circuit of minimum size among those implementing f over the
basis {∨; and; }. The contact circuit size Lk(f) of f is the number of contacts in a
minimum size contact circuit implementing f. Let B be any basis consisting of binary
functions and containing disjunction and conjunction. The formula size L(f) of f is
the number of gates in a minimum size formula that implements f over the basis B.
In what follows, all the complexity measures de*ned above are occasionally referred
to as complexity. Let D′⊆D⊆{0; 1}n. The restriction of a function h :D → {0; 1} to
D′ is a function g :D′ → {0; 1} such that g(x) = h(x) for all x ∈ D′. The restriction of
f to D is denoted by fD.
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This paper deals with two problems. The *rst one is as follows. Given a particular
computational model (Boolean circuit, contact circuit, or formula), a Boolean func-
tion f, and the set M of all domains of a *xed size d in {0; 1}n, it is required to
establish a lower bound for the complexity of the most complicated restriction of f
to domains in M . The second problem is, in a sense, a limit case of the *rst. For the
circuit complexity, it is formulated as follows. Given a Boolean function f, establish
a lower bound on the circuit size of the most complicated restriction fD that satis*es
L(fD)log L(fD) = |D| up to a constant multiplicative factor. (Throughout this paper,
log denotes the logarithm to base 2.) The complexity of restrictions is estimated in
terms of the function complexity and the size of the restriction domain in the *rst case
and in terms of the complexity of the function and the number of its arguments in the
second case. These and some other similar problems were considered in [2,3].
We now brieIy formulate the main results of this paper and indicate their possible
applications. The results concerning the *rst problem are contained in Theorems 4, 7
and 9. Theorem 4 provides lower bounds on the complexity of restrictions for Boolean
circuits. This theorem implies that for any function f of n variables with at least
quadratic circuit size L(f), there is a domain D whose size is polynomial in L(f) and
L(fD)¿L(f)c log n=n, where c is a constant.
Theorem 6 gives upper bounds for the circuit size of restrictions of functions with
polynomial weight. These results show that the lower bound from Theorem 4 is tight
up to a multiplicative factor, i.e., there exist functions for which the circuit size of any
restriction to a domain of *xed size di0ers from the lower bound given in Theorem 4
by a constant factor.
Slightly less tight bounds are obtained in Theorems 7 and 9 for contact circuits and
formulas, respectively.
A solution to the second problem is contained in Theorems 5, 8 and 10, of which
Theorem 5 is the most interesting. It states that for any Boolean function f of n vari-
ables whose circuit size is at least n2+, where  is an arbitrarily small positive constant,
one can *nd a domain D such that the restriction of f to D has a nonlinear circuit
size that di0ers by a constant factor from the circuit size of the most complicated func-
tion de*ned on D. Theorem 5 makes it possible to transfer some of “poor” properties
typical for functions of maximum circuit size to arbitrary Boolean functions. 2 Two of
these “poor” properties are of most interest.
The *rst property is that the use of random-number generators in computing any
function of maximum (up to a constant factor) complexity reduces the computational
cost by at most a constant factor (this assertion is also valid if the true value of
the function is computed with a probability not necessarily equal to 1). This property
is easy to establish using Lupanov’s result on the complexity of Boolean functions
of small weight [6]. The second property is that the average time of computing any
function of maximum complexity di0ers from its ordinary circuit size by a constant
2 A. V. Chashkin, On the computation of Boolean functions by probability programs, Oper. Res. Discrete
Anal. Ser. 1 4(3) (1997) 49–68.
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factor. This property can be easily derived from the above Lupanov result and the
proof of Theorem 1 in [4]. The proofs of all theorems are based on the important
result stated in Theorem 1. Informally, this result can be formulated as follows.
Any Boolean function f of n variables can be represented as a threshold sum of
its restrictions fDi to domains Di, i.e., f =M (fD1 ; : : : ; fDs), where M is the majority
function. Moreover, the size of any of these domains is at most the complexity of f
times n3, and the number of domains is at most n. Using Theorem 1, it is possible
to deduce analogs of Theorems 4 and 5 for other computational models (planar cir-
cuits, bounded-depth circuits, etc.) and for some complexity measures di0erent from
those considered in this paper (for example, for the circuit depth). Theorem 1 has an
interesting corollary. Namely, for any Boolean function f of n variables, there exist s
domains (s¡n) such that the size of each is at most n3 times the circuit size of f,
and f is uniquely determined by its values in these domains, i.e., all the information
about f is contained in these domains.
In what follows, we assume that any function depends on n variables, where n is
no smaller then some constant n0. By ci; i = 1; 2; : : : ; we denote suitable constants.
2. Restrictions of Boolean functions
In the introduction, the restriction of a Boolean function was de*ned as a partial
function. Here we re*ne that de*nition.
Let D1⊆D2⊆{0; 1}n; Pn2 be the set of all completely de*ned Boolean functions of
n variables, Pn2(D1) be the set of all partial Boolean functions of n variables de*ned in
D1, and F :Pn2(D1) → Pn2 be a mapping such that (F(f))D1 = f for any f ∈ Pn2(D1).
The function F(f) is called the extension of f to D2 with respect to F . This notion
makes it possible to uniquely determine f(x) for every f ∈ Pn2(D1) and x ∈ D2. Thus,
the restriction of any function f to a domain D is treated as a completely de*ned
function, i.e., the values of fD(x) are de*ned not only for x ∈ D but also for x ∈ D.
Consider an important special case by *xing a speci*c function F . Let  :P2 → R+
be an arbitrary computable positive function de*ned on the set of all completely de*ned
Boolean functions. We extend  to the set of all partial Boolean functions. Suppose
that D⊆{0; 1}n and f :D → {0; 1}. The value of  on f is de*ned as
(f) = min
h:hD=f
(h):
We introduce a linear order on the set of all completely de*ned Boolean functions of n
arguments. This can be done by various methods, for example, by comparing the binary
representations vectors of function values considered as integers. Let D1⊆D2⊆{0; 1}n.
Every partial Boolean function f :D1 → {0; 1} is associated with a completely de*ned
Boolean function h′ which is minimal (with respect to the linear order de*ned above)
among the functions h such that f = hD1 and (f) = (h). Assume that F(f) = h
′.
The constructed extension (the function F(f)) is called the minimal extension of f
to D2 with respect to .
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Hereafter, the extensions of functions are denoted by the same letters as the functions
themselves, i.e., f stands for F(f).
3. Threshold sums
A function f is said to be representable as the threshold sum of functions h1; : : : ; hs
if f =M (h1; : : : ; hs), where M is the majority function.
As above, let  :P2 → R+ be an arbitrary computable positive function de*ned on
the set of all completely de*ned Boolean functions. Denote by N(L; n) the number of
completely de*ned Boolean functions of n variables for which the value of  does not
exceed L.
Theorem 1. Let L and d be positive numbers; p¿2 be a positive integer, 3 D⊂{0; 1}n;
|D|¿n; |D|¿d; |D|¿2dlog(4|D|=d); d¿16p ln(N(L; n)|D|); and f :D → {0; 1}.
Furthermore; let D′ be any domain such that D′⊂D; |D′|6pd(log(4|D|=d))2; and
(fD′)6L. Then among the domains D′ there exist D1; : : : ; Ds such that
s∑
j=1
(f(x)⊕ fDj (x))¡l; f =M (fD1 ; : : : ; fDs);
where
l=
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=3p ln(N(L; n)|D|))
⌉
+ 1; s= pl− 1:
The proof of the theorem is based on the following construction. In the domain D of
f, we consider domains D′ selected according to a certain rule A and the extensions of
the restrictions of f to these domains. The parameters of Theorem 1 are chosen so that
the number of domains is considerably greater than the number of distinct extensions,
which is estimated in terms of . Therefore, the restrictions to a large fraction of the
domains are extended by the same function. The ratio of the number of domains to
the number of extensions is so large that the union of the domains D′ on which the
extensions coincide covers almost the entire domain D. Hence, there is a function g
which is the extension of fD′ to D and coincides with f on almost all tuples in D.
Repeating a similar argument s times, each time with a new selection rule for domains,
one can show that there exist s functions of this sort. The selection rules are such that
for any tuple in D, there exist a bounded number of functions g whose values di0er
from the corresponding value of f.
Before proceeding to a proof of the theorem, we establish several auxiliary results
(Lemmas 1–4).
3 To prove all assertions presented below, which are consequences of Theorem 1, it is suOcient to
set p = 2. Greater values of this parameter are required to prove results not included in this paper (see
A.V. Chashkin, Local complexity of Boolean functions, Oper. Res. Discrete Anal. Ser. 1 4(3) (1997) 69–80;
A.V. Chashkin, The self-correcting circuits for functions of polynomial weight, Vestn. Mosk. Univ., Ser. 1:
Math. Mech. (5) (1997) 64–66).
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Consider an arbitrary positive number b and sequences d0; d1; : : : ; ds, where dk =
{dk0; dk1; : : : ; dkk} and dji is a positive integer. If
dk06d
k−1
0 ; d
k
i6d
k−1
i + d
k−1
i−1 b
−1 (1)
for any k ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; s}, then ds is called the sth descendant of the sequence d0 and
the number b.
Lemma 1. Let a sequence dk = {dk0; dk1; : : : ; dkk} be the kth descendant of a sequence
d0 = {d00} and a number b. Then
dki6
(
k
i
)
b−id00:
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k. If k = 1, the assertion of the lemma
follows from (1). Assume that the assertion holds for k = n− 1. Then we have
dni 6 d
n−1
i + d
n−1
i−1 b
−16
(
n− 1
i
)
b−id00 +
(
n− 1
i − 1
)
b−(i−1)d00b
−1
= b−1d00
((
n− 1
i − 1
)
+
(
n− 1
i
))
= b−id00
(
n
i
)
:
Lemma 1 is proved.
Lemma 2. Let a; b; and d be positive integers such that a¿b¿d; and let
c =
(
a
d
)/(
b
d
)
:
Then
b¿a− ad−1 ln c:
Proof. Since a¿b¿d¿0, the de*nition of c immediately implies that
ln c = ln
a(a− 1) : : : (a− d+ 1)
b(b− 1) : : : (b− d+ 1)¿d ln
a
b
:
Since ln t¿1− 1=t for any t¿1, we have
ln(a=b)¿1− b=a:
Therefore,
ln c¿d(1− b=a);
i.e.,
b¿a− ad−1 ln c:
Lemma 2 is proved.
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A sequence of positive integers k0; : : : ; ks−1 is called consistent with respect to a
sequence of positive integers l0; : : : ; ls−1 if for any i such that 06i6s− 1, we have
ki6li=2;
(
li
ki
)
¿
(
lj
kj
)
;
(
li
ki − 1
)
¡
(
lj
kj
)
;
where lj = max06i6s−1 li. Note that the sequence k0; : : : ; ks−1 is uniquely determined
for any *xed sequence l0; : : : ; ls−1 and any *xed number kj.
Let D = {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} be a system of disjoint sets and j be the minimum in-
dex such that |Dj| = max06i6k−1|Di|. A system of sets D′ = {D′0; : : : ; D′k−1} is called
(d; k)-subsystem of D if D′i ⊂Di for 06i6k − 1, the sequence |D′0|; : : : ; |D′k−1| is
consistent with respect to the sequence |D0|; : : : ; |Dk−1|, and |D′j|= d.
Note that for any d and k, there exists a system of sets {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} that have no
(d; k)-subsystem. The following lemma provides a suOcient condition for the existence
of such a subsystem and yields an upper bound for its size.
Lemma 3. Let D⊂{0; 1}n; |D|¿n; {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} be a partition of D; n¿log|D|
be a positive integer; and min06i6k−1|Di|¿d log(4|D|=d). Then {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} has a
(d; k)-subsystem, and for any such a subsystem {D′0; : : : ; D′k−1}:
(a) |D′i |¿d;
(b)
∑k−1
i=0 |D′i |6 12dk log(4|D|=d).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that |D0| = maxi |Di| and |Dk−1| =
mini |Di|. First, we show that {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} contains at least one (d; k)-subsystem
{D′0; : : : ; D′k−1}; then we prove inequality (b), and establish a bound on the size of
|D′i |. Put |D′i |= di and d0 = d. It is easy to see that a (d; k)-subsystem does exist if( |Dk−1|
p
)
¿
( |D0|
d
)
for some p; p6|Dk−1|=2. Indeed, since (mn ) increases with m, we have( |Di|
p
)
¿
( |Dk−1|
p
)
¿
( |D0|
d
)
:
Decreasing p, we can *nd di such that( |Di|
di
)
¿
( |D0|
d
)
and
( |Di|
di − 1
)
¡
( |D0|
d
)
:
We now assume that |Dk−1|¿d log(4|D|=d) and show that such p exists if |D| is greater
than a certain constant. Assume that p=(d log(4|D|=d))=2. Since (n=3)n ¡n!¡ (n=2)n
and ( 2nn )¿2
2n+2=2n for any n¿10, the assumptions of the lemma imply that( |Dk−1|
p
)
¿
(
2p
p
)
¿
22p+2
2p
¿2d log(4|D|=d)−log(d log(4|D|=d))
=
(
4|D|
d
)d/(
d log
(
4|D|
d
))
¿
|D|d
d!
¿
( |D|
d
)
¿
( |D0|
d
)
:
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Therefore, the partition {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} does have a (d; k)-subsystem, and di6
(d log(4|D|=d))=2. Hence,
k−1∑
i=0
di6
1
2
dk log(4|D|=d);
which completes the proof of (b) of the lemma. Suppose that di ¡d0 for some i. Then
we have( |Di|
di
)
6
( |D0|
di
)
¡
( |D0|
d0
)
:
However, the de*nition of a (d; k)-subsystem implies that( |Di|
di
)
¿
( |D0|
d0
)
for all i. Thus, assertion (a) of the lemma is valid. Lemma 3 is proved.
Let D be an arbitrary n-element set. For any m ∈ {1; : : : ; n}, we enumerate all
m-element subsets of D, assigning to each subset D′ a number ND(D′) such that
16ND(D′)6( nm) and ND(D
′) = ND(D′′) if D′ = D′′.
Let D = {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} be a system of disjoint sets, D′ = {D′0; : : : ; D′k−1} be a
(d; k)-subsystem of D, and |Dj| = max06i6k−1 |Di|. The system of sets D′ is called
a regular (d; k)-subsystem of D if NDi(D
′
i) = NDj (D
′
j) for all i. It is easy to see that
if {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} has a (d; k)-subsystem, then it also has a regular (d; k)-subsystem.
Notice a simple but important property of regular subsystems, which underlies the proof
of Lemma 4 below. If D′ = {D′0; : : : ; D′k−1} and D′′ = {D′′0 ; : : : ; D′′k−1} are two regular
(d; k)-subsystems of D and the sets D′i and D
′′
i are distinct for some i, then the sets D
′
s
and D′′s are distinct for any s; 06s6k−1. For a regular subsystem D′={D′0; : : : ; D′k−1},
let D˜
′
denote the union of all subsets D′i of D
′, i.e., D˜
′
=
⋃k−1
i=0 D
′
i .
Suppose that f : D → {0; 1}. The number w(f) =∑x∈D f(x) is called the weight
of the partial Boolean function f.
Lemma 4. Let L be positive; D⊂{0; 1}n; |D|¿n; d¿log |D| be a positive integer; f :
D → {0; 1}; and {C;D0; : : : ; Dk−1} be a partition of D such that min06i6k−1 |Di|¿
d log(4|D|=d). Suppose that any domain D′ such that
C ⊂D′⊂D; |D′|6|C|+ 12dk log(4|D|=d)
satis7es the inequality (fD′)6L. Then there exists a domain D′′ among the domains
D′; and a function g : D′′ → {0; 1} such that the extension of g to D has the following
properties:
(a) (g)6L;
(b) w(fDi ⊕ gDi)6|Di| ln(N(L; n)|Di|)d−1 for 06i6k − 1;
(c) fC = gC .
Proof. We *rst brieIy explain the basic idea of the proof. Consider di0erent subsets
in D that are the unions of C with sets of regular (d; k)-subsystems of the partition
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{D0; : : : ; Dk−1} of D\C. According to the assumptions of the lemma, each such subset
D′ satis*es the inequality (fD′)6L, i.e., there exists a completely de*ned function
h which coincides with f on D′ and such that (h)6L. In other words, each partial
function fD′ is associated with its extension h, and (h)6L. If the number of regular
subsystems and, consequently, the number of the considered subsets are substantially
greater than the number of distinct functions on which  does not exceed L, then
f is associated with the same h on a considerable fraction of these subsets. Hence,
f coincides with h on the union of these subsets. Therefore, to prove the lemma,
it is suOcient to *nd sets W0; : : : ; Wk−1 (Wi⊆Di) that have minimum possible sizes
and guarantee that the partition {W0; : : : ; Wk−1} has the required number of regular
(d; k)-subsystems equal to the ratio of the number of all regular (d; k)-subsystems of
{D0; : : : ; Dk−1} to the number of distinct functions on which  does not exceed L.
As in the proof of the preceding lemma, we assume without loss of generality that
|D0|=maxi |Di| and |Dk−1|=mini |Di|. Let R be an arbitrary regular (d; k)-subsystem
of {D0; : : : ; Dk−1}. The existence of such a subsystem follows from Lemma 3. Denote
by R˜ the set of this subsystem. Setting di = |R˜ ∩ Di|, we have d0 = d.
Consider the set M = {Mi = C ∪ R˜i} consisting of C and the sets of all regular
(d; k)-subsystems Ri of the partition {D0; : : : ; Dk−1} of D \C. Let fi : Mi → {0; 1} be
partial functions such that fi(x) = f(x) for all x ∈ Mi. By Lemma 3, we have that
|Mi|6|C|+ 12dk log(4|D|=d) for all i. Therefore, the assumptions of the lemma imply
that
(fi)6L
for all i. Since the number of distinct regular (d; k)-subsystems Ri is equal to (
|D0|
d ),
the number of distinct sets Mi is also equal to (
|D0|
d ). Therefore, by the last inequality,
among these sets there exist at least ( |D0|d )N(L; n)
−1 sets on which the restrictions
of f have the same extension g. Let W˜ be the union of these sets, W = D \ W˜ ,
W˜ i = W˜ ∩Di, and Wi =W ∩Di. Obviously, (g)6L, fC = gC , and the values of g and
f coincide on W˜ and, possibly, di0er W . Therefore, w(fDi ⊕ gDi) = |Wi| and to prove
the lemma, it is suOcient to show that |Wi|6|Di| ln(N(L; n)|Di|)d−1. We estimate the
size of Wi from above. Note that the domain W˜ i must be large enough to contain at
least ( |D0|d )N(L; n)
−1 domains of size di. Therefore,( |D0|
d
)
N(L; n)−16
( |W˜ i|
di
)
:
Since ( |Di|
di
)
=
( |Di|
di − 1
) |Di| − di + 1
di
;
( |Di|
di − 1
)
¡
( |D0|
d
)
;
we have( |Di|
di
)
¡
( |D0|
d
) |Di| − di + 1
di
6
( |W˜ i|
di
) |Di| − di + 1
di
N(L; n)
6
( |W˜ i|
di
)
N(L; n)|D|:
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Therefore,( |Di|
di
)/( |W˜ i|
di
)
6N(L; n)|Di| :
Furthermore, Lemma 2 implies that
|W˜ i|¿|Di| − |Di| ln(N(L; n)|Di|)d−1i :
Since Di =Wi ∪ W˜ i, by using assertion (a) of Lemma 3 and this inequality, we obtain
that
|Wi|¡ |Di| ln(N(L; n)|Di|)d−1i 6|Di| ln(N(L; n)|Di|)d−1:
Lemma 4 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is divided into *ve stages. At the *rst stage, we
construct relatively small domains D1; : : : ; Ds and de*ne on them functions g1; : : : ; gs
such that gi=fDi , (g
i)6L and each gi coincides with f on a considerable fraction of
the tuples in D. The required domains and functions will be de*ned successively. At
each step we apply Lemma 4 to f and to some partition {Ci; Di0; : : : ; Dii} of D obtained
at the preceding step. (Here, the superscript indicates that the sets were constructed at
the ith step.) In the proof we use some auxiliary sets Wij and B
i
j. Moreover, for any
i¿1 the sets Dij∪Bij; j ∈ {0; : : : ; i}, form a partition of D, i.e., D=
⋃i
j=0 (D
i
j∪Bij). Since
the parameter d in the assumptions of Lemma 4 is a positive integer, we apply this
lemma with the new parameter d′=d. At the second stage, we establish an important
property that for any x ∈ D makes it possible to *nd the number of functions gi such
that gi(x) = f(x). Speci*cally, we show that if x ∈ Dkj ∪ Bkj , then the number of such
functions is equal to j. At the third stage of the proof, we establish bounds on the sizes
of the sets constructed at the *rst stage, including the sets Dij ∪ Bij. More speci*cally,
we show that all sets Dij ∪ Bij are empty starting with some i and j. At the fourth
stage we determine the conditions under which the application of Lemma 4 at the *rst
stage is possible. Finally, at the *fth stage we prove that the domains and functions
constructed at the *rst stage satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1.
(1) We de*ne the domains D1; : : : ; Ds and the functions g1; : : : ; gs by induction. The
induction base is the domain D1 and the function g1. We describe the *rst two steps,
i.e., de*ne the domains D1 and D2, the partitions {C0; D00} and {C1; D10; D11}, and the
functions g1 and g2. Put D00 =D and C
0 =∅ and apply Lemma 4 to f and {C0; D00}. It
is easy to see that this can be done, because the conditions of Lemma 4 follow from
the conditions of Theorem 1. By Lemma 4, there exist a domain D1⊆D such that
|D1|6 12d′ log(4|D|=d′) and a function g1 : D1 → {0; 1} whose extension to D has the
following properties:
(a) (g1)6L,
(b) w(f ⊕ g1)6|D00| ln(N(L; n)|D00|)=d′.
Let
W 11 = {x | x ∈ D; f(x) = g1(x)}:
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Evidently, we have
|W 11 |6|D00| ln(N(L; n)|D00|)=d′:
Let us now de*ne the sets D10, D
1
1, B
1
0, B
1
1, and C
1. Put
D10 = D
0
0 \W 11 ; B10 = ∅:
According to the assumption of Theorem 1, we have d¿16p ln(N(L; n)|D|),
N(L; n)¿1, and |D|¿2d log(4|D|=d): Consequently, the bound for |W 11 | derived above
implies that |W 11 |6 130 |D|. Therefore,
|D10|= |D| − |W 11 |¿
29
30
|D|¿29
30
2d′ log(4|D|=d′)¿d′ log(4|D|=d′):
Furthermore, put
D11 =W
1
1 ; B
1
1 = ∅
if |W 11 |¿d′ log(4|D|=d′);
D11 = ∅; B11 =W 11
if |W 11 |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′) and, *nally,
C1 = B10 ∪ B11:
Obviously, D=(D10 ∪B10)∪ (D11 ∪B11). Therefore, C1 =D \ (D10 ∪D11), and {C1; D10; D11}
is a partition of D. It is easy to see that
|D10|6|D00|; |D11|6|W 11 |6|D00| ln(N(L; n)|D00|)=d′:
Thus, we have de*ned the domain D1, the function g1, the sets W 11 ; B
1
0, and B
1
1, and
the partition {C1; D10; D11} of D. Obviously,
if x ∈ D10 ∪ B10; then f(x) = g1(x);
if x ∈ D11 ∪ B11; then f(x) = g1(x): (2)
We now de*ne D2, g2, and a new partition of D. Note that if D11 is nonempty, then we
have |D11|¿d′ log(4|D|=d′) by construction. Therefore, Lemma 4 can be applied again.
We apply it to f together with {C1; D10; D11}, if D11 is nonempty, or {C1; D10} if D11 is
empty. The result is a new domain D2⊆D such that |D2|6|C1|+ d′ log(4|D|=d′) and
a function g2 : D2 → {0; 1} whose extension to D has the following properties:
(g2)6L;
w(fD1i ⊕ g
2
D1i
)6|D1i | ln(N(L; n)|D1i |)=d′; i ∈ {0; 1}
fC1 = g
2
C1 : (3)
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Set 4
W 21 = {x | x ∈ D10; f(x) = g2(x)}; W 22 = {x | x ∈ D11; f(x)) = g2(x)};
D20 = B
1
0 ∪ D10 \W 21 and B20 = ∅
if |B10 ∪ D10 \W 21 |¿d′ log(4|D|=d′);
D20 = ∅ and B20 = B10 ∪ D10 \W 21 ;
if |B10 ∪ D10 \W 21 |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′);
D21 = B
1
1 ∪W 21 ∪ D11 \W 22 and B21 = ∅;
if |B11 ∪W 21 ∪ D11 \W 22 |¿d′ log(4|D|=d′);
D21 = ∅ and B21 = B11 ∪W 21 ∪ D11 \W 22 ;
if |B11 ∪W 21 ∪ D11 \W 22 |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′);
D22 =W
2
2 and B
2
2 = ∅;
if |W 22 |¿d′ log(4|D|=d′);
D22 = ∅ and B22 =W 22 ;
if |W 22 |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′); and, *nally,
C2 = B20 ∪ B21 ∪ B22:
It is easy to see that D= (D20 ∪ B20) ∪ (D21 ∪ B21) ∪ (D22 ∪ B22). Since all six sets B2i and
D2i are pairwise disjoint, we have C
2 =D \ (D20 ∪D21 ∪D22). Therefore, {C2; D20; D21; D22}
is a partition of D. We now establish upper bounds on the sizes of the domains listed
above. By (3), we have
|W 21 |6|D10| ln(N(L; n)|D10|)=d′; |W 22 |6|D11| ln(N(L; n)|D11|)=d′:
Moreover, it is evident that
|D20|6|D10|;
|D21|+ |B21|6|D11|+ |B11|+ |D10| ln(N(L; n)|D10|)=d′;
|D22|6|D11| ln(N(L; n)|D11|)=d′:
Thus, the de*nition of D2, g2, and the new partition {C2; D20; D21; D22} of D is completed.
The sets W 21 , W
2
2 , B
2
0, B
2
1, and B
2
2 have also been de*ned. Notice an important property
of the sets B2i ∪ D2i ; i ∈ {0; 1; 2}, which is an analog of property (2). If x ∈ B20 ∪ D20,
then g1(x) = g2(x) = f(x). If x ∈ B21 ∪ D21, then g1(x) = g2(x), i.e., the value of only
one of the constructed functions on the tuple x coincides with f(x). If x ∈ B22 ∪ D22,
then g1(x) = g2(x) = f(x).
4 In what follows, we suppose that the operation of subtraction of two sets is performed before other
set-theoretic operations.
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Assume that we have already found Dm−1, gm−1, {Cm−1; Dm−10 ; : : : ; Dm−1m−1}, and
Bm−10 ; : : : ; B
m−1
m−1 such that {Bm−1i ∪Dm−1i }m−1i=0 is also a partition of D. We de*ne a func-
tion gm, a partition {Cm;Dm0 ; : : : ; Dmm}, and new sets Bm0 ; : : : ; Bmm such that {Bmi ∪Dmi }mi=0 is
a partition of D. Let qm−1 be the number of nonempty subsets among Dm−10 ; : : : ; D
m−1
m−1.
We apply Lemma 4 to f and the nonempty subsets of {Cm−1; Dm−10 ; : : : ; Dm−1m−1}. This
can be done if the following two conditions hold:
(a) min 06i6m−1
|Dm−1
i
|¿0
|Dm−1i |¿d′ log(4|D|=d);
(b) for any domain D′ such that
Cm−1⊂D′⊂D; |D′|6|Cm−1|+ 12d′qm−1 log(4|D|=d′);
the inequality
(fD′)6L:
holds.
Assume that these conditions are satis*ed. They will be proved in the part 4 of this
proof. Using Lemma 4, we obtain a domain Dm⊆D such that
|Dm|6|Cm−1|+ d′qm−1 log(4|D|=d′) (4)
and a function gm : Dm → {0; 1} whose extension to D has the following properties:
(gm)6L; (5)
w(fDm−1i ⊕ g
m
Dm−1i
)6|Dm−1i | ln(N(L; n)|Dm−1i |)=d′; (6)
fCm−1 = g
m
Cm−1 : (7)
Set
Wmi = {x | x ∈ Dm−1i−1 ; f(x) = gm(x)}; 16i6m;
Dm0 = B
m−1
0 ∪ Dm−10 \Wm1 and Bm0 = ∅
if |Bm−10 ∪ Dm−10 \Wm1 |¿d′ log(4|D|=d′), and
Dm0 = ∅; Bm0 = Bm−10 ∪ Dm−10 \Wm1
if |Bm−10 ∪ Dm−10 \Wm1 |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′).
Let 16i6m− 1. Put
Dmi = B
m−1
i ∪Wmi ∪ Dm−1i \Wmi+1 and Bmi = ∅
if |Bm−1i ∪ Dm−1i \Wmi+1|¿d′ log(4|D|=d′);
Dmi = ∅; Bmi = Bm−1i ∪Wmi ∪ Dm−1i \Wmi+1
if |Bm−1i ∪ Dm−1i \Wmi+1|¡d′ log(4|D|=d′);
Dmm =W
m
m and B
m
m = ∅
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if |Wmm |¿d′ log(4|D|=d′);
Dmm = ∅ and Bmm =Wmm
if |Wmm |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′); and, *nally,
Cm =
⋃
06i6m
Bmi :
Since Dm0 ∪ Bm0 = Bm−10 ∪ Dm−10 \ Wm1 , Dmi ∪ Bmi = Bm−1i ∪ Wmi ∪ Dm−1i \ Wmi+1, and
Dmm ∪ Bmm =Wmm , we have⋃
06i6m
(Dmi ∪ Bmi ) = (Bm−10 ∪ Dm−10 \Wm1 )
∪
( ⋃
06i6m−1
(Bm−1i ∪Wmi ∪ Dm−1i \Wmi+1)
)
∪Wmm
=
⋃
06i6m−1
(Bm−1i ∪ Dm−1i ) = D:
Since all sets Bmi and D
m
i are pairwise disjoint, we have
Cm = D
∖( ⋃
06i6m
Dmi
)
and {Cm;Dm0 ; : : : ; Dmm} is a partition of D. This completes the construction of all required
sets.
(2) We now show by induction on the upper index that if x ∈ Bmi ∪ Dmi , then
m∑
j=1
(f(x)⊕ gj(x)) = i; (8)
i.e., among g1; : : : ; gm there are exactly i functions whose values are di0erent from f(x).
The case m=1 was discussed above. Assume that this property holds for m=k. Assume
that x ∈ Bki ∪Dki . Then by the induction hypothesis, we have
∑k
j=1 (f(x)⊕ gj(x)) = i.
Let f(x)=gk+1(x). Consequently,
∑k+1
j=1 (f(x)⊕gj(x))=i, and the de*nition of Wjt ; Bjt ,
and Djt implies that x ∈ Wk+1i+1 . Therefore, x ∈ Bk+1i ∪ Dk+1i . If f(x) = gk+1(x), then∑k+1
j=1 (f(x)⊕ gj(x)) = i+ 1, x ∈ Wk+1i+1 and, hence, x ∈ Bk+1i+1 ∪Dk+1i+1 , which completes
the proof of (8).
(3) We next estimate the sizes of the sets Cm; Bmi ; D
m
i , and D˜
m
i = B
m
i ∪ Dmi from
above. Let km be the number of nonempty subsets Bmi . The de*nition of B
m
i implies
that |Bmi |¡d′ log(4|D|=d′). Therefore,
|Cm|¡d′km log(4|D|=d′): (9)
Let us estimate the sizes of the sets D˜
m
i and D
m
i from above. From (6) and the de*nition
of Wmi for 16i6m, it follows that
|Wmi |6|Dm−1i−1 | ln(N(L; n)|Dm−1i−1 |)=d′:
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Since Dmi ∪ Bmi = Bm−1i ∪Wmi ∪ Dm−1i \Wmi+1 and Dmm ∪ Bmm =Wmm , we have
|Dmi ∪ Bmi |6|Dm−1i ∪ Bm−1i |+ |Wmi |= |Bm−1i |+ |Dm−1i |+ |Wmi |;
|Dmm ∪ Bmm|= |Wmm |:
This, in conjunction with |Dmi |6|D˜
m
i |6|D|, implies that
|D˜mm|6|D˜
m−1
m−1| ln(N(L; n)|D|)=d′; (10)
|D˜mi |6|D˜
m−1
i |+ |D˜
m−1
i−1 | ln(N(L; n)|D|)=d′; 16i6m− 1: (11)
The de*nition of Dm0 and B
m
0 implies the inclusion D
m
0 ∪Bm0 ⊆Dm−10 ∪Bm−10 ; consequently,
|D˜m0 |6|D˜
m−1
0 |:
By comparing this inequality and (10), (11) with (1), it is easy to see that the sequence
|D˜m0 |; : : : ; |D˜
m
m| is the mth descendant of the sequence consisting of a single element
equal to |D| (recall that D00 =D) and the number R=(ln(N(L; n)|D|))−1d′. Therefore,
by Lemma 1, we have
|Dmi |6|D˜
m
i |6
(
m
i
)
R−i|D|:
According to the assumptions of the theorem, we have d¿16p ln(N(L; n)|D|) and
d′ = d. Therefore,
R¿ 12p: (12)
We now show that |Di+ji+t |= 0 for any i; t; and j satisfying the inequalities
i¿
log2(|D|=(d log(4|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
; 06t6j6i(p− 1): (13)
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that |Di+ji+t |¿ 0. Then, by the de*nition of the
sets Di+ji+t it follows that
2|Di+ji+t |¿2d′ log(4|D|=d′)¿d log(4|D|=d):
Therefore,
d log(4|D|=d)¡ 2|Di+ji+t |62
(
i + j
i + t
)
R−i−t |D|:
Since n!¿(n=e)n for all n, it follows from (13) that
2
(
i + j
i + t
)
62
(i + j)i+t
(i + t)!
62
(
e(i + j)
i + t
)i+t
6(3p)i+t :
By combining the last two inequalities and rearranging, we obtain
|D|=(d log(4|D|=d))¿(R=3p)i+t :
Taking the logarithm of this inequality yields
i + t ¡
log(|D|=(d log(4|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
;
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which is a contradiction to (13). Therefore, |Di+ji+t |=0 for all i; j, and t satisfying (13).
We now prove by contradiction that |Bi+ji+t |= 0 for all i; t; j such that
i¿1 +
log(|D|=(d log(4|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
and 06t6j6i(p− 1): (14)
Suppose that Hi is the set of all pairs (j; t) that, together with i, satisfy inequalities
(14) and |Bi+ji+t |¿ 0. Let
t′ = min
(t; j)∈Hi
t; j′ = min
(t′ ; j)∈Hi
j:
Obviously, i′¿ 0 and j′¿ 0. The de*nition of Bml and W
m
l implies that
Bi+j
′
i+t′ = B
i+j′−1
i+t′ ∪Wi+j
′
i+t′ ∪ Di+j
′−1
i+t′ \Wi+j
′
i+t′+1;
W i+j
′
i+t′ = {x | x ∈ Di+j
′−1
i+t′−1 ; f(x) = gi+j
′
(x)}:
Let x ∈ Bi+j′i+t′ . Then either x ∈ Bi+j
′−1
i+t′ ; x ∈ Wi+j
′
i+t′ , or x ∈ Di+j
′−1
i+t′ . The *rst case
is impossible by the choice of j′ and t′. In the second case, x ∈ Wi+j′i+t′ ⊆Di+j
′−1
i+t′−1 .
However, by (13) and (14), the set Di+j
′−1
i+t′−1 is empty. Therefore, the second case is
also impossible. The same is true in the third case, since the set Di+j
′−1
i+t′ is empty
by (13) and (14). Therefore, the assumption above is false. Thus, if a triple (i; j; t)
satis*es (14), then
|Di+ji+t |= |Bi+ji+t |= 0: (15)
(4) We now establish suOcient conditions for the existence of gm. To do this, we
specify the conditions under which Lemma 4 is applicable. As was mentioned above,
the following two properties are suOcient for this:
(a) min 06i6m−1
|Dm−1
i
|¿0
|Dm−1i |¿d′ log(4|D|=d);
(b) if a domain D′ is such that
Cm−1⊂D′⊂D and |D′|6|Cm−1|+ 12 d′qm−1 log(4|D|=d′);
where qm−1 is the number of nonempty subsets Dm−1j , then
(fD′)6L:
Condition (a) follows directly from the de*nition of Dij. We next show that condition
(b) follows from the inequality
m6p
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
⌉
+ 2p:
Since d′6d and d(log(|D|=d))2 increases with d for d6|D|, from (9) and qm−1 +
km−16m it follows that for any set D′,
|D′|6(m− qm−1)d log(4|D|=d) + 12 dqm−1 log(4|D|=d)6d log(4|D|=d)m:
Furthermore, the assumptions of the theorem, combined with (12) and |D| ¿ 2d
log(4|D|=d), yield⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
⌉
¡ log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))6log(4|D|=d)− 2:
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Therefore, for
m6m′ = p
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
⌉
+ 2p;
we have m¡p log(4|D|=d). Therefore,
|D′|6|Cm−1|+ 12 d′qm−1 log(4|D|=d′)¡pd(log(4|D|=d′))2: (16)
Thus, the assumptions of the theorem and inequality (16) for m6m′ imply that con-
dition (b) is satis*ed. Therefore, gm
′
does exist.
(5) Assume that
l= 1 +
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
⌉
and s= pl− 1. Then
s= p
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))
log(R=3p)
⌉
+ p− 1:
Therefore, as shown in part (4), there exist a function gs and, hence, functions
g1; : : : ; gs−1. Since by construction gi=fDi , and (4) and (16) together imply that |Di|¡
pd(log(4|D|=d′))2, we obtain, according to (5), that
(fDi)6L
for all i.
We now show that for any x ∈ D there exist less than l functions among g1; : : : ; gs
whose values on the tuple x di0er from f(x). Indeed, (15) implies that |Dsi | = 0 and
|Bsi |=0 for i¿l. Since D=
⋃
06i6s (B
s
i ∪Dsi ), we have x ∈
⋃
06i6l−1 (B
s
i ∪Dsi ) for all
x ∈ D. Finally, (8) implies that ∑sj=1 (f(x)⊕ gj(x))= i for all x ∈ Bsi ∪Dsi . Therefore,
we have
s∑
j=1
(f(x)⊕ gj(x))¡l
for all x ∈ D; therefore,
f =M (fD1 ; : : : ; fDs);
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
This theorem has an interesting corollary (Theorem 2). Before formulating it, we
give a de*nition. Let D⊂{0; 1}n; f : D → {0; 1}, and D1; : : : ; Ds⊆D. A function f
is said to be uniquely determined by its values in D1; : : : ; Ds if there is an algorithm
A independent of f; n, or the domains D1; : : : ; Ds that computes the values of f on
all tuples from D given these domains (the list of tuples with speci*cation to which
domain each of them belongs) and the values of f on the tuples from these domains.
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Theorem 2. Let D⊂{0; 1}n; f : D → {0; 1}; |D|¿n; |D|¿d; d¿32 ln(N((f); n)
|D|); and |D|¿2d log(4|D|=d). Then there exist domains D1; : : : ; Ds; where Di⊂D;
|Di|62d(log(4|D|=d))2; and
s= 2
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d))
log(d=3p ln (N((f); n)|D|))
⌉
− 1;
such that the function f is uniquely determined by its values in these domains.
Proof. When we consider the restrictions of Boolean functions, we use minimal exten-
sions of these restrictions with respect to . Obviously, (fD′)6(f) for any domain
D′⊆D. Setting p= 2 and L= (f), we see that all assumptions of Theorem 1 hold.
Therefore, there exist domains D1; : : : ; Ds such that f =M (fD1 ; : : : ; fDs), where M is
the majority function. Since, given a function , the partial functions fD1 ; : : : ; fDs are
considered completely de*ned, the value of f on any tuple in D is uniquely deter-
mined by the values of the functions fDi . In its turn, each function fDi is uniquely
determined by its values in Di. The algorithm is as follows. For each domain Di, all
possible completely de*ned Boolean functions whose values in Di coincide with the
corresponding values of f are enumerated. The value of  is computed on each of
these functions. Among the functions whose minimum value is , a function is se-
lected that is minimal with respect to the order introduced in Section 1. The value of
f on any tuple from {0; 1}n is computed by means of the majority function whose
arguments are the values of s selected functions. Theorem 2 is proved.
We next state without a proof a simple consequence of Theorem 2.
Corollary 1. Let f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1}. Then there exist domains D1; : : : ; Ds; where
s¡ 2n=log n and |Di|640n3L(f) ln L(f); such that the function f is uniquely de-
termined by its values in these domains.
Let  be such that
k∏
i=1
N(Li; n)6N
(
k∑
i=1
Li; n
)
: (17)
This easily implies the inequality
N(L; n)¿2L=2: (18)
Note that condition (17) is satis*ed by many natural complexity measures of Boolean
functions and, in particular, by the function complexity in various computational mod-
els. The theorem proved below shows that almost all functions have complicated re-
strictions. In the case of circuits size, a similar result is proved in Theorem 4 for all
functions.
Theorem 3. Let  be such that (17) holds; q= log(2n=ln(N(L; n)2n)); and M be any
integer such that
M¿64(log(2n+2=ln(N(L; n)2n)))3 ln(N(L; n)2n):
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Then for M and almost every Boolean function f of n variables such that (f) = L;
there exists a domain D′ among the domains of size M; such that
(fD′)¿L
c0 log(Mq=ln(N(L; n)))
log(2n=ln(N(L; n)))
:
Proof. It is suOcient to prove the theorem only for minimal extensions. We do it by
contradiction. Put d = M=2q2. Assume that for a constant )¿ 0, there exist at least
)N(L; n) functions f such that any domain D of size M satis*es the inequality
(fD)¡
L log(d=ln(N(L; n)2n))
9 log(2n=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
:
The set of such functions is denoted by F(L; n). We now estimate the size of F(L; n).
All Boolean functions of n variables are enumerated so that for any two functions f and
h the number of f is greater than that of h if (f)¿(h). Let f be an arbitrary func-
tion in F(L; n). It is easy to see that d¿32 ln (N(L; n)2n)) and M¿2d(log 2n+2=d)2.
For any domains D′ and D such that D′⊆D, we have (fD′)6(fD). Therefore, we
can use Theorem 1, setting p = 2. This theorem implies that among the domains D′
of size M ′; M ′62d(log 2n+2=d)26M , there exist domains D1; : : : ; Ds such that
f =M (fD1 ; : : : ; fDs);
where
s= 2l− 1 and l=
⌈
log(2n=(d log(2n=d)))
log(d=6 ln (N(L; n)2n))
⌉
+ 16
3 log(2n=(d log(2n=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
:
The function f is uniquely determined by its restrictions fD1 ; : : : ; fDs or, equivalently,
by the numbers of these restrictions. Put
R=
3 log(2n=6 ln(N(L(f); n)2n))
log(d=6 ln(N(L(f); n)2n))
:
Then we have s¡ 2R and (fDi)6L=3R. Since
|F(L; n)|6(N(L=3R; n))2R;
we have by (17)
|F(L; n)|6(N(L=3R; n))2R6N(2L=3; n):
According to the assumption, |F(L; n)|¿)N(L; n). Therefore, (17) and this inequality
imply that
)N(L=3; n)N(2L=3; n)6)N(L; n)6N(2L=3; n):
This, combined with (18), yields
)2L=661:
Since ) is a constant, we arrive at a contradiction. Therefore, the assumption is false,
and almost every function f has a restriction fD such that
(fD)¿
L log(d=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
9 log(2n=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
:
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From the assumptions of the theorem, we easily derive the inequality
log(Mq=32 ln(N(L; n)2n))¿4 log q:
Hence,
(fD)¿
L log(Mq=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))− 3 log q
9 log(2n=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
¿
L log(Mq=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
36 log(2n=6 ln(N(L; n)2n))
¿
L log(Mq=6 ln(N(L; n)))
36 log(2n=6 ln(N(L; n)))
;
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.
4. Lower bounds for the complexity of restrictions of boolean functions. Circuit
complexity
All restrictions below are extended by minimal extensions with respect to the cor-
responding complexity measures.
Let N˜ (L; n) denote the number of nonisomorphic circuits over the basis {∨;&;– },
each of which has n inputs, one output, and size not exceeding L. The Lupanov’s
results [8] imply that
N˜ (L; n)6(c1(L+ n))L+n:
De*ne the function N (L; n) = (c1(L + n))L+n, which will be used instead of N˜ (L; n).
This replacement allows us to simplify many arguments. Note that all assertions proved
below remain valid if N (L; n) is replaced by any other function H (L; n) such that
H (L; n)¿N˜ (L; n) and lnH (L; n) is a concave function in L.
Theorem 4. Suppose that a function f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1} essentially depends on all of
its variables. Then among the domains of size M; M¿L(f) log L(f); there exists a
domain D such that the circuit size L(fD) of the minimal extension of fD satis7es
the inequality
L(fD)¿max

n− 1; L(f)c2 log M log(2
n+2=log N (L(f);n))
log N (L(f);n)
log(2n+2=logN (L(f); n))

 :
Before proceeding to a proof of the theorem, we make a few remarks concerning
its formulation. Recall that a partial Boolean function de*ned on a set of size M
can be implemented by a circuit containing at most (1 + o(1))M=logM gates [1,8].
Therefore, it is true that there is a function f among the functions of circuit size L
and there is a domain D of size L log L such that L(fD) = O(L). Thus, the constraint
M¿L(f) log L(f) is rather natural and speci*es the size of the restriction domain for
which the circuit size of the restricted function does not necessarily decrease. Note that
the right-hand term of the inequality in the theorem is rather awkward. This motivates
a search for a simpler, even if weaker, inequality. It is easy to see that the factor
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of L(f) decreases with decreasing L(f) and M . Therefore, it attains its minimum at
functions of polynomial circuit size and in domains of polynomial size. In this case,
the inequality of the theorem takes the form
L(fD)¿max
(
n− 1; L(f)c2log n
n
)
:
Our proof of Theorem 4 is based on Lemmas 5–8, which are formulated and proved
below.
Lemma 5. Let L and d be positive numbers; L¿n − 1; D⊂{0; 1}n; |D|¿d; |D|¿
2d log(4|D|=d); d¿32 ln(N (L; n)|D|); and f :D → {0; 1}. Furthermore; suppose that
any domain D′ such that D′⊂D and |D′|62d(log(4|D|=d))2 satis7es the inequality
L(fD′)6L. Then
L(f)6L
6 log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|)) 6L
6 log(|D|=(6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|)) :
Proof. Put p = 2 and N(L; n) = N (L; n). It is easy to see that the assumptions of
Lemma 5 imply that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. According to this theorem,
we have
f =M (fD1 ; : : : ; fDs);
where
L(fDi)6L; l=
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
⌉
+ 1; and s= 2l− 1:
Taking into account that
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|)) ¿ 1; L(M)618s;
and L¿n− 1 and carrying out simple rearrangements, we *nd that
L(f)6 L
(
2
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
⌉
+ 1
)
+ 18s
6 (L+ 18)
(
2
⌈
log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
⌉
+ 1
)
6 L
6 log(|D|=(d log(|D|=d)))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
6 L
6 log(|D|=(6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
for any suOciently large n. Lemma 5 is proved.
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Lemma 6. Let D⊂{0; 1}n; f :D → {0; 1};
L(f)¿(n− 1)6 log(|D|=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|)) ;
M¿64(log(4|D|=(ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))2 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|);
d=M=2 log(4|D|=(ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))2; |D|¿2d(log(4|D|=d)); and |D|¿d. Then among
the domains of size M; there is a domain D′ such that
L(fD′)¿L(f)
log(d=6 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))
6 log(|D|=ln(N (L(f); n)|D|)) :
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Assume that any domain D′ of size M
satis*es the inequality
L(fD′)¡L(f)
log(d=6 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))
6 log(|D|=ln(N (L(f); n)|D|)) :
Put L=maxD′ ; |D′|=M L(fD′) and assume that L¡L(f). Otherwise, the assertion of the
lemma is trivial. It is easy to see that d¿32 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|) andM¿2d(log(4|D|=d))2.
Therefore, we can use Lemma 5, which implies that
L(f)6L
6 log(|D|=(6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|)) :
However, by the assumption, we have
L¡L(f)
log(d=6 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))
6 log(|D|=ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))
6 L
log(d=6 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))
6 log(|D|=ln(N (L(f); n)|D|))
6 log(|D|=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
log(d=6 ln(N (L; n)|D|)) : (19)
Let x¿y¿z¿ t¿ 0. Then
y − z
x − z ·
x − t
y − t ¡
y − t
x − t ·
x − t
y − t = 1:
Setting
x= log|D|; z = log(6 ln(N (L(f); n)|D|));
y= logd; t = log(6 ln(N (L; n)|D|))
and transforming (19) with the help of the derived inequality, we obtain L¡L, which
is a contradiction. Lemma 6 is proved.
Lemma 7. Suppose that f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1} essentially depends on all of its variables;
q = log(2n+2=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)); and M¿64q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n). Then among the do-
mains of size M there is a domain D′ such that
L(fD′)¿L(f)
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
24q
¿L(f)
log q
6q
:
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Proof. Put d=M=2q2. Since
M¿64q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n);
it is easy to see that
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))¿4 log q+ 6:
Furthermore, we have
log(d=(6 ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
6 log(2n=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
¿
log(M=12q2 ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
6 log(2n=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)
¿
( 14 +
3
4)log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2
n))− 3 log q− log 12
6 log(2n=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)
¿
1
4 log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2
n)) + 3 log q+ 92 − 3 log q− log 12
6 log(2n=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)
¿
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
24 log(2n=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)
¿
log q
6q
:
These inequalities imply that we can use Lemma 6 if
L(f)
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
24q
¿L(f)
log q
6q
¿n− 1:
Assume that these inequalities hold. Then there exists a domain D′ such that
L(fD′)¿L(f)
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
24q
¿L(f)
log q
6q
:
If L(f)log q=6q¡n − 1, then the existence of the required domain follows from the
essential dependence of f on its n variables. Lemma 7 is proved.
Lemma 8. Suppose that f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1} essentially depends on all of its variables;
L(f) = o(2n=n); q = log(2n+2=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)); and L(f) ln L(f)6M664q3
ln(N (L(f); n)2n). Then among the domains of size M there is a domain D such
that
L(fD)¿L(f)
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
750q
:
Proof. Assume that all the restrictions involved are of complexity at least n−1. If not,
it is easy to see that the existence of the required domain follows from the essential
dependence of f on its n variables, as shown in the proof of the preceding lemma.
Put M0=64q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n). By Lemma 7, there exists a domain D′ of size M0
such that
L(fD′)¿L(f)
log q
6q
:
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Without loss of generality, assume that L(fD′) = L(f)log q=6q. Put
M =
64q
(log q)5
(
log
4M0
ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0)
)2
ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0):
Then for any suOciently large n, we have
M6 64q
(log q)5
(
log
4 · 64q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n)
ln(N (L(f)log q=6q; n))
)2
ln
(
N
(
L(f)
log q
6q
; n
)
2n
)
6
64q
(log q)5
(log q4)23L(f)
log q
6q
ln L(f)6L(f) ln L(f)6M0:
Set d=M=2(log(4M0=ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0)))2. To prove that Lemma 6 is applicable to
fD′ , it is suOcient to show that M0¿d and M0¿2d log(4M0=d). Here, as in Lemma
6, the size of the domain of restriction is denoted by M. Put x=M0=d. Then the second
inequality can be rewritten as g(x)= x− 2 log x− 4¿0. Since g(16)= 4 and g′(x)¿ 0
for x¿16, we have g(x)¿ 0 for x¿16. Therefore, it suOces to show that M0¿16d.
Since
M0=d¿M=d = 2
(
log
4M0
ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0)
)2
¿ 2
(
log
4 · 64q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n
ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0)
)2
¿2(log 4 · 64q3)2;
L(f) = o(2n=n), and q monotonically increases with n, it follows that M0=d¿128 and
Lemma 6 can be applied. By this lemma there exists a domain D⊆D′ such that |D|=M
and
L(fD)¿L(fD′)
log(d=6 ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0))
6 log(M0=ln(N (L(fD′); n)M0))
:
From the inequalities (a + x)=(b + x)¿a=b for b¿a, N (L(fD′); n)6N (L(f); n), and
M6M0, it follows that
L(fD)¿L(fD′)
log q− 5 log log q
6 log(64q3))
¿L(fD′)
log q
25 log q
¿L(f)
log q
150q
:
Since M664q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n), it is easy to see that
log q¿ 15 log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2
n)):
Therefore,
L(fD)¿L(f)
log q
150q
¿L(f)
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
750q
:
Lemma 8 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 4. Assume that the complexity of each restriction is at least n− 1.
If this is not the case, the existence of the required domain follows from the essential
dependence of f on its n variables.
If L(f) = S(2n=n), the assertion of the theorem is trivial. If L(f) = o(2n=n), the
assertion of the theorem follows from Lemmas 7 and 8. If L(f) ln L(f)6M664q3
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ln(N (L(f); n)2n), we use Lemma 8, which implies the existence of a domain D of
size M such that
L(fD)¿L(f)
log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
750q
:
If M¿64q3 ln(N (L(f); n)2n), from Lemma 7 it follows that there is a domain D of
size M such that
L(fD)¿L(f)
log (Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
24q
:
Thus, for all M¿L(f) ln L(f) there is a domain D of size M such that
L(fD)¿L(f)
c3 log(Mq=ln(N (L(f); n)2n))
q
:
Since (a+ x)=(b+ x)¿a=b for b¿a and x¿0, we have
L(fD)¿L(f)
c3 log(
M log(2n=log(N (L(f);n)2n))
ln 2 log(N (L(f);n)) )
log(2n=logN (L(f); n))
for 2n¿M=ln 2. If L(f)¿n−1 and 2n¿log(N (L(f); n)), then obvious transformations
reduce the last inequality to the form
L(fD)¿L(f)
c4 log(
M log(2n+2=log N (L(f);n))
log N (L(f);n) )
log(2n+2=logN (L(f); n))
:
Theorem 4 is proved.
The following theorem establishes, for any Boolean function, a lower bound on the
size of domains in {0; 1}n the complexity of the restriction to which is within a constant
multiplicative factor of the complexity of the most complicated partial function de*ned
in a domain of this size. Informally, we can say that Theorem 5 establishes the local
similarity (in terms of complexity) of all Boolean functions whose complexity exceeds
some threshold value.
Set log(k) n= log log : : : log︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
n and log∗ n= k if 0¡ log(k)n61.
Theorem 5. There exist constants c5 and c6 such that for any function f : {0; 1}n →
{0; 1} which essentially depends on all its variables and has circuit size L(f)¿n2+ (
is an arbitrary positive constant); there is a domain D⊆{0; 1}n such that the circuit
size L(fD) of the minimal extension of fD satis7es the following inequalities:
(a) L(fD) log L(fD)62|D|;
(b) L(fD) log L(fD)¿c5|D|;
(c) L(fD)¿L(f)=(qc
log∗ q
6 );
where q= log(2n=ln(N (L(f); n)2n)).
We *rst state and prove two lemmas to be used in the proof of the theorem.
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Lemma 9. Let L¿n log n; D⊂{0; 1}n; a = |D|=2L log L; f :D → {0; 1}; and |D|¿
217L log L. Suppose that L(fD′)6L for any domain D′ such that D′⊂D and |D′|6
4L log L(log a)3. Then
L(f)6L
24 log alog a log(a=log a)
log log a
:
Proof. Put d= (log a) · 2L log L. It is easy to show that under the assumptions of the
lemma we have
ln(N (L; n)|D|)6L log L; a¿216; d¿32 ln(N (L; n)|D|) (20)
for all suOciently large n. Then
2d(log(4|D|=d))26 2(log a) 2L log L
(
log
4a
log a
)2
6 4L log L
(
log
|D|
2L log L
)3
: (21)
Since 2(log a)36a for a¿216; we have
2d(log(4|D|=d))264L log L(log a)36|D|: (22)
It follows from (21) and the assumptions of the lemma that for any domain D′ such
that D′⊂D and
|D′|62d(log(4|D|=d))2;
we have L(fD′)6L. By (20)–(22), it follows that Lemma 5 can be applied. Since
|D|=d= a=log a and a¿216, we have
L(f)6 L
6 log |D|d log(|D|=d)
log(d=12L log L)
6L
6 log alog a log(a=log a)
log log a− log 6
6 L
24 log alog a log(a=log a)
log log a
:
Lemma 9 is proved.
Lemma 10. Let D⊂{0; 1}n; f :D → {0; 1}; |D|¿217L(f)log L(f); and
L= L(f)
log log(|D|=2L(f)log L(f))
24 log(|D|=2L(f)log L(f))¿n log n:
Then among the domains D˜ with the properties D˜⊂D and
|D˜|=
⌊
4L log L ·
(
log
|D|
2L log L
)3⌋
;
there is a domain D′ such that
L(fD′)¿L:
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Proof. Put a= |D|=2L log L and b= |D|=2L(f)log L(f). We prove the lemma by con-
tradiction. Assume that for any domain D˜ satisfying the assumptions of the lemma, we
have
L(fD˜)¡L= L(f)
log log b
24 log b
:
Put L˜=maxD˜ L(fD˜). Then
L˜¡L(f)
log log b
24 log b
: (23)
Lemma 9 implies that
L(f)6L˜
24 log alog a log(a=log a)
log log a
: (24)
Since L¿n log n and log a¡n, we have L(f)¡L2 and log L(f)=log L¡ 2. Hence,
a
b
=
L(f)log L(f)
L log L
¡
48 log a
log log a
;
from which
b¿
a log log a
48 log a
:
Combining (23) with (24) and substituting the last inequality, we obtain
L˜ ¡ L˜
log alog a log(a=log a)
log log a
log log b
log b
6 L˜
log alog a log(a=log a)
log b
6L˜
log alog a log(a=log a)
log a log log a48 log a
:
We next show that the fraction following L˜ in the last term is less than one. Dividing
the argument of the logarithm of the numerator by the argument of the logarithm of
the denominator yields
a
log a log(a=log a)
48 log a
a log log a
=
48
log(a=log a) log log a
:
Since a¿b¿216, we have log(a=log a)log log a¿48. Therefore, L˜¡ L˜, which is a
contradiction. Lemma 10 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 5. Assertion (a) is a straightforward consequence of the basic theo-
rems from [1,8]. We now prove (b) and (c). Put D0=D and f0=f. Applying Lemma
10 to f successively k times, we obtain domains Di and functions fi :Di → {0; 1},
16i6k, such that
L(fi)¿L(fi−1)
log log(|Di−1|=2L(fi−1) log L(fi−1))
24 log(|Di−1|=2L(fi−1) log L(fi−1)) ;
|Di|=
⌊
4L(fi−1)log L(fi−1)
(
log
|Di−1|
2L(fi−1)log L(fi−1
)3⌋
:
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It is easy to see that this lemma can be applied as long as |Di|¿220L(fi)log L(fi) and
L(fi)¿n log n. We use Lemma 10 while the *rst inequality is valid. Finally, we show
that the second inequality follows from the *rst. Put ai = |Di|=2L(fi)log L(fi). Then
L(fi)¿L(fi−1)
log log ai−1
24 log ai−1
; (25)
|Di|64L(fi−1)log L(fi−1)(log ai−1)3; (26)
ai¿219: (27)
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, it is easy to show that (L(fi))2¿L(fi−1). To
this end, it is suOcient to odserve that log a06n and log a165 log n. Taking (25)–
(27) into account, we obtain
ai6
4L(fi−1)log L(fi−1)
2L(fi) log L(fi)
(log ai−1)36
4L(fi)log L(fi)
2L(fi)log L(fi)
2 · 24(log ai−1)4
log log ai−1
6
96(log ai−1)4
log log ai−1
6(4 log ai−1)4: (28)
Therefore,
log log ai−1
24 log ai
¿
log log ai−1
24 log (4 log ai−1)4
¿
log log ai−1
120 log log ai−1
=
1
120
:
Successive application of (25) together with the last inequality yields
L(fk)¿
log log ak−1
24 log ak−1
· · · log log a
0
24 log a0
L(f)¿
1
120k−1
log log ak−1
24 log a0
L(f): (29)
Consider a sequence {bi}, where b1 = q and bi=(4 log bi−1)4 for i¿ 1. Di0erentiating
(4 log x)4x−1, it is easy to see that {bi} decreases at least while bi¿220. Therefore, it
follows from (28) that there exists k such that ak ¡ 2206ak−1. We now estimate this
k. Successively applying (28), we see that
ak 6 (4 log ak−1)46(4 log (4 log ak−2)4)46 (4 log (4 log : : : (4log︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
a1)4 : : :)4)4
6 (4 log(4 log : : : (4 log︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
q)4)4 : : :)4 = (log(log : : : (log︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 times
q)) : : :))56(log(k−1)q)5:
Since ak−1¿220, we have 2206ak−16(log(k−2)q)5. Therefore, 16log(k)q and k6log∗(q).
Substituting the last inequality into (29), we obtain
L(fk)¿
1
120log∗(q)−1
log 20
24q
L(f):
Since L(f)¿n2+, it is obvious that L(fk)¿n log n. Hence, Lemma 10 can be applied
the required number of times. Theorem 5 is proved.
As a conclusion of this section, we notice that problems similar to those treated in
Theorems 4 and 5 can also be considered for Boolean operators. It is easy to see that
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Theorem 4 has a vector analog unlike Theorem 5. The reason is that domains whose
existence is guaranteed by Theorem 5 may be di0erent for di0erent components of a
vector function.
5. Functions with a small number of ones
The following theorem provides upper bounds for the circuit size of the restrictions
of the most complicated function of *xed weight to domains of various sizes. We show
that these bounds are equal, up to a constant factor, to the lower bounds established
in Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. Let f be the most complicated function of weight w; where n36w62n=a(n)
and a(n) be a monotonically increasing function tending to in7nity. Then for any
domain D⊆{0; 1}n such that |D|¿L(f)log L(f); the circuit size L(fD) of the mini-
mal extension of fD satis7es the inequality
L(fD)6L(f)
c7log
(
M log(2n+2=L(f)log L(f))
L(f)log L(f)
)
log(2n+2=L(f)log L(f))
:
Proof. Lupanov’s results [6] on the circuit size of completely de*ned Boolean functions
with a small number of ones easily implies the inequality
L(f)6
2log
(
2n
w(f)
)
log log
(
2n
w(f)
) :
A similar inequality also holds for partial Boolean functions. It follows from [4, lem 6]
that there exists a constant c9 such that any function h :D → {0; 1}, w(h)¿n3, satis*es
the inequality
L(h)6
c9log
( |D|
w(h)
)
log log
( |D|
w(h)
) :
Put M = |D|, w = w(f). Then
log
log log
(
M
w
)6 w log(3M=w)
log(w log(3M=w))
:
Therefore, for the function f in the theorem we have
L(fD)log L(fD)6c9w log(3M=w); w¿
L(fD)log L(fD)
c9 log(3M=w)
: (30)
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Using a similar argument, we obtain the inequality
w¿
L(f)log L(f)
c9log(3× 2n=w) ; (31)
which implies that
(2n=w)1=26
2n
w log(2n=w)
6
c102n
L(f)log L(f)
:
Substituting (31) and the last inequality into (30) and simple rearranging gives
w¿
c−19 L(fD)log L(fD)
log
(
3Mc−19 log(
3×2nc10
L(f)log L(f) )
2
L(f)log L(f)
)¿ c11L(fD)log L(fD)
log
(
M log 2
n
L(f)log L(f)
L(f)log L(f)
) :
On the other hand, we have
L(f)log L(f)¿log
(
2n
w
)
w¿w log
2n
w
;
w6
L(f)log L(f)
log(2n=w)
6
L(f)log L(f)
log 2
nlog(2n=w)
L(f)log L(f)
6
L(f)log L(f)
log 2
n
L(f)log L(f)
:
From the last two inequalities for w, it follows that
L(fD)log L(fD)
L(f)log L(f)
6
log
(
M log(2n=(L(f)log L(f))
L(f)log L(f)
)
c11log(2n=L(f)log L(f))
:
Therefore,
L(fD)6L(f)
c12 log
(
M log(2n+2=L(f)log L(f))
L(f)log L(f)
)
log(2n+2=L(f)log L(f))
:
Theorem 6 is proved.
Theorem 4 implies that the function f in Theorem 6 has a restriction fD such that
L(fD)¿L(f)
c2 log
(
M log(2n+2=N (L(f);n))
log N (L(f);n)
)
log(2n+2=N (L(f); n))
: (32)
Since (a+x)=(b+x)¿a=b for b¿a and logN (L(f); n)62L(f)log L(f) for L(f)¿3n,
(32) can be rewritten in the following form:
L(fD)¿L(f)
c13 log
(
M log(2n+2=L(f)log L(f)
L(f)log L(f)
)
log(2n+2=L(f)log L(f))
:
Obviously, the upper bound from Theorem 6 and the lower bound from Theorem 4
for L(fD) di0er only by a constant factor.
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6. Lower bounds for the complexity of restrictions of Boolean functions. Contact
circuits and formulas
Analogs of Theorems 4 and 5 for circuits are valid for contact circuits and formulas.
These Theorems 7–10 are given without proofs. The proofs for contact circuits almost
literally repeat the corresponding proofs for circuits. The only di0erence is due to the
fact that the least known bound for the contact circuit size of the majority function
is nonlinear and equals n(ln n)n=(ln ln n)2 up to a constant factor [5]. In the case of
formulas, the proofs slightly di0er from those of similar theorems in [3].
Let N˜ k(L; n) denote the number of nonisomorphic contact circuits with contacts of 2n
kinds, each contact circuit having one output pole and size not exceeding L. Lupanov’s
results [6] imply that
N˜ k(L; n)6(c1nL)L:
Put N˜ k(L; n) = (c1nL)L.
Theorem 7. Suppose that a function f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1} essentially depends on all of
its arguments. Then among the domains of size M; M¿Lk(f)log Lk(f); there exists
a domain D such that the contact circuit size Lk(fD) of the minimal extension of fD
satis7es the inequality
Lk(fD)¿max

n; Lk(f)=S

c14 log(2n+2=Nk(Lk(f); n))
logM log(2
n+2=(Nk (Lk (f);n)))
log Nk (Lk (f);n)



 ;
where S(x) = c15x(ln x)4=(ln ln x)2.
Theorem 8. There exist constants c16 and c17 such that for any function f : {0; 1}n →
{0; 1} with the property Lk(f)¿n2+ (where  is any positive constant); there exists a
domain D⊆{0; 1}n such that the contact circuit size Lk(fD) of the minimal extension
of fD satis7es the inequalities:
(a) Lk(fD)log Lk(fD)¿c16|D|;
(b) Lk(fD)¿Lk(f)=S(nc
log∗n
17 );
where q= log(2n=ln(Nk(Lk(f); n)2n)).
Consider an arbitrary basis consisting of binary functions and containing disjunction
and conjunction. Denote by N˜ (L; n) the number of nonisomorphic formulas over this
basis that depend on n variables and have complexity at most L. It follows from [6]
that
N˜ (L; n)6(c18n)L: (33)
Put N(L; n) = (c18n)L.
Theorem 9. Suppose that a function f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1} essentially depends on all
its arguments. Then among the domains of size M; M¿L(f)log n; there is a domain
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D such that the formula size L(fD) of the minimal extension of fD satis7es the
inequality
L(fD)¿max

n; L(f)

c19 logM log(2n+2=N(L(f);n))log N(L(f);n)
log(2n+2=N(L(f); n))


2

 :
Theorem 10. There exist constants c20 and c21 such that for any function f : {0; 1}n →
{0; 1} with the property L(f)¿n3+ (where  is any positive constant); there exists
a domain D⊆{0; 1}n such that the formula size L(fD) of the minimal extension of
fD satis7es the following inequalities:
(a) L(fD)log n¿c20|D|;
(b) L(fD)¿c21L(f)=q2;
where q= log(2n=ln(N(L(f); n)2n)).
The bounds given in Theorems 9 and 10 are somewhat weaker than the corresponding
bounds for circuits and contact circuits (Theorems 4, 5, 7 and 8). It seems that the
method used in proving all of these theorems is more appropriate for circuits and
contact circuits than for formulas. Therefore, it is possible to expect that for formulas
there exist stronger bounds than those obtained in Theorems 9 and 10. An indirect
aOrmation of this conjecture is the following theorem, which is an analog of Theorem
10 and is valid for “almost all functions”. A similar analog is also valid for Theorem
9; however, we do not present it here.
Theorem 11. There exist constants c22 and c23 such that for almost every function
f : {0; 1}n → {0; 1} such that L(f)¿n2+ (where  is any positive constant); there
exists a domain D⊆{0; 1}n such that the formula size L(fD) of the minimal exten-
sion of fD satis7es the following inequalities:
(a) L(fD)log n¿c22|D|;
(b) L(fD)¿
c23L(f)
q(log q)2 ;
where q= log(2n=L(f)log n).
This theorem can be easily deduced from the following three lemmas, which are
presented without proofs. The *rst of them is a trivial consequence of Theorem 3 and
the de*nition of N(L; n).
Lemma 11. Let q= log(2n=L(f)log n). Then for almost each function f : {0; 1}n →
{0; 1} such that L(f) = L and for the integer
M = 128(log(2n+2=L log n))3L log n;
among the domains of size M there exists a domain D′ such that
L(fD′)¿L
4c24log q
q
:
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The second lemma is deduced from [3, Lemma 5] by replacing L with L and by
using (33).
Lemma 12. Let D⊆{0; 1}n; f :D → {0; 1}; L¿n; and |D|¿2L log n. Then there is
a domain D′⊆D such that
(a) |D′|62(2|D|L(f)log n)1=2;
(b) L(f′D)¿
1
4L(f).
The third lemma is a simple corollary to the previous one. A proof is similar to that
of Lemma 2 in [3].
Lemma 13. Let D⊆{0; 1}n; f :D → {0; 1}; L(f) = L¿n; and |D|¿2L(f)log n.
Then there is a domain D′⊆D such that
|D′|
L(fD′)log n
6c25
( |D|
L(f)log n
)1=2
:
Proof of Theorem 11. Let q = log(2n=L(f)log n). By Lemma 11, for almost every
function f there exists a domain D1 such that
|D1|6130q3L log n; L(fD1 )¿L
4c24 log q
q
: (34)
Let f be a function of this type. Applying Lemma 13 to fD1 several times, we obtain
domains Di and functions fDi . Put
ai =
|Di|
L(fDi)log n
:
By the assumptions of the lemma and (34) it follows that
a16q5; ak6c25(ak−1)1=26 · · ·6(c25)2(a1)1=2k−1 : (35)
Let k be the minimum integer such that k¿log(log(a1)) + 1. Then ak62(c25)2, and
by (35), we have
L(fDk )¿
(
1
4
)k−1
L(fD1 )¿
1
(log(a1))2
L(fD1 )
¿
1
(log(q5))2
L
4c24 log q
q
¿
c25
q(log q)2
L:
By setting D = Dk , we obtain
L(fD)¿
c25
q(log q)2
L(f); |D|62(c23)2L(fD)log n:
It remains to take c22 = 1=2(c25)2. Theorem 11 is proved.
7. Uncited Reference
[7]
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